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This presentation brings examples from two materials 

synthesis platforms: aerosol processing in a format of 

spray pyrolysis1,2  and colloidal approach based on sol-

gel templating of micro- emulsions.3,4   Both approaches 

have been used at UNM over the last decade to design 

electrocatalyst powders with varied chemical structure 

and desired morphology for fuel cell and related 

applications.  The spray-based process results in 

formation of unique spherical, micron-sized aggregates 

consisting of sub-micron electrocatalyst particles where 

the nanometer sized active phases are highly dispersed. 

Examples include platinum group metals (PGM) and 

metal alloys; metal oxides, composite and non-noble or 

graphene metal electrocatalysts. Microemulsion-derived 

materials have three levels of morphology control: 

nanopores derived from micellar structure of the 

surfactant used, mesopores templated on the 

microemulsion droplets and macrostrucuted particles 

resulting from sheer mixing. We have developed these 

two approaches to produce not only traditional 

electrocatalysts (PGM and their allows supported as 

decorative phase on carbon blacks) but also a whole 

new set of reactive oxide and conductive oxide 

materials that serve as co-catalysts or non-

carbonaceous supports.  
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